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Memorandum

Date: 03/03/08

To: 

From: 

RE: February 2008 Monthly Training

On Thursday, February 28, 2008, the SRPD SWAT Team completed its February Training. The training day was as follows:

Training Day:

PT Training for 2 hours in the morning.

Richmond Range:

Sighted in rifles both on EO TECH and iron sights

Point shoulder shooting with rifle both static and moving forward and back. In pairs, angled movement toward and across the range, multiple targets.

Handgun shooting – point shoulder drawing.

Attended:

Missed:
6:00am- Arrive @ PD, load SWAT gear for training day.
6:30am- Pickleweed Center for PT, stretching & workout.
8:00am- Travel Time to Richmond Range.
9:00am- Richmond Rod and Gun Club
    Live Fire Exercises. Weapon Qualification.
11:00am- Clean-up / Travel Time back to San Rafael
11:30am- Lunch
12:30pm- Marin Transit Bus / Location TBA
    Bus layout, Assault Training Prep & Scenarios
13:00pm- Scenario 1
    SWAT and HNT Exercise, See attached scenario
    Debrief
14:30pm- Scenario 2
    SWAT and HNT Exercise, See attached scenario.
    Debrief
16:00pm- Clean-up / Return to PD

SWAT Sniper / Range Master John Coen #270

Date: 04/24/08

All Team Members Participated
SCENARIO ONE
OFFICER DOWN RESCUE:
Parking lot / Patrol car stopped in lot / Officer shot and wounded.
Suspect located on the 2nd floor still actively shooting.
TRAINING TOOLS- the use of Smoke, Cover Fire, Ferrets,
Flash Bangs, Ballistic Shields, Vehicles.

SCENARIO TWO
STAIRWELL ASSAULT:
Ground Floor to 3rd Floor Landing.
3rd Floor Landing to Ground Floor.
TRAINING TOOLS- the use of Ballistic Shields, Cover Fire,
Team Movement, Flash Bangs.

SCENARIO THREE
HALLWAY and ROOM ASSAULT:
Move down a hallway, searching and locating 1-2 suspects.
TRAINING TOOLS- the use of Ballistic Shields, Flash Bangs,
Cover Fire, Communication, Team Movement,

TRAINING TASKS- One Assault Team, Searching, Move and Shoot.

SCENARIO FOUR
HALLWAY AND ROOM ASSAULT:
Move down a hallway, searching room to room, moving from
one level to the next. 2-3 Active suspects.
TRAINING TOOLS- Same as Scenario 3

TRAINING TASKS- the use of Multiple Teams searching and engaging
suspects on multiple levels.

01/21/08
Officer J. Coen / Training, Sniper
0600  Arrive at PD / Team Meeting / Equipment Handout
Load Vehicle's and Equipment.

0700  Leave for training site, Skaggs Island in Sonoma

0800  Arrive at Skaggs Island / Set-Up

0900  1st Scenario / Downed Officer Rescue from a parking lot.
      Smoke Demonstration / Ferret Demonstration

1030  2nd Scenario / Stairwell Assault / Both directions
      Flashbangs / Ballistic Shields

1200  LUNCH

1300  3rd Scenario / Room and Hallway Assault, one level
      Flashbangs

1430  4th Scenario / Room and Hallway Assault, multiple levels

1600  END OF TRAINING / CLEAN-UP AND RETURN TO PD

1700  PD / UNLOAD EQUIPMENT / END OF TRAINING DAY.